building confidence and
lasting friendships
Baby Lock is pleased to announce our Virtual Serger Getaway! This is your chance to spend
time with our world-class educators, mastering your machine, developing new skills and
building confidence that will last a lifetime. Each day is packed with basic and advanced
techniques along with tips and tricks that will enhance your experience and help you to get
the most out of your Baby Lock Serger. Watch your serging skills build in fun and creative
ways and walk away with a level of confidence you never had before.
These classes are perfect with those who have a good understanding of how to thread
their machines for basic techniques and are moderately comfortable using their machine.
Techniques covered for all classes include overlock stitches
and cover/chain stitches that are found on our 8-thread
Sergers or Cover Stitch machines.
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What it’s all about
SERGERS

2022 SERGER DATES:

Developed especially for 8-Thread machines regardless of age, this Getaway
will introduce the attendee to stitches, attachments and accessory feet that
will make your serger the go-to machine in your sewing room! This is the
perfect class for those who are already comfortable threading their machine
for basic stitches as it will quickly introduce you to new techniques and
possibilities in serging. Explore your machine from the vantage point of
Overlock Stitches and then move into Cover and Chain stitches. Throughout
the class you will be introduced to accessory feet and attachments and learn
how to be successful. This is the one Getaway that we invite you to serge
along with us so make sure you’re ready to dig in.

Virtual class held from 9am-12pm CST

NEW FOR 2022:
SEWED SERGER CREATIVE TECHNIQUES GETAWAY
Looking for inspiring ways to use your Baby Lock serger? Once you’ve
mastered finishing edges and hemming knit garments, and even had a
chance to play around with accessories and attachments, you might be
thinking it’s time to try something new. The Baby Lock Creative Techniques
Getaway is just the program you are looking for! This virtual hands-on class
is taught by Baby Lock’s serger expert Chris Tryon and will cover the most
requested ways to get the most out of your serger. Learn how to combine
stitches, use a variety of decorative threads, and explore accessories and
attachments that truly enhance your finished projects so that everything
you create has a unique, one-of-a-kind look! These techniques are ideal
for any project you have in mind and range from simple and effective
to powerful and dynamic. This class will inspire you to explore creative
technique opportunities on your own while adding too your skill set.

Monday-Friday
• April 4 - 8
• June 20 - 24
• October 3 - 7

2022 SERGER CREATIVE DATES:
•

November 14 - 18

Please note the techniques in this class will require both overlock and cover and chain stitch capabilities in addition
to a select group of accessories and attachments. After receiving your registration, we will contact you with the
requested accessories and attachments needed for class.

How to sign up
To register for the Serger Getaway, visit: babylock.com/baby-lock-serger-getaway
You must own a Baby Lock Serger machine and have registered it on our website to qualify for the class.
Registration for this event is limited. Registration for Serger Getaways have a capacity of 20 students per class
with a minimum of 10 students.

INSTRUCTORS:

COST: $500 USD

Includes all fabrics, thread, exclusive written materials to support the
program and access to class recordings for 30 days after the event.
Residents in most territories of Canada, in addition to the states
listed here, CT, HI, NM, PR, SD, and WV will be charged sales tax on the
registration fee.

Stephanie S.

Chris T.

Email consumergetaways@babylock.com and we will be happy to
answer any questions.

